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Theoretical PhysicsDover Publications, 1987
Classic one-volume treatise covers mathematical topics needed by theoretical and experimental physicists (vector analysis, calculus of variations, etc.), followed by extensive coverage of mechanics, electromagnetic theory, thermodynamics, quantum mechanics, and nuclear physics. Indispensable reference for graduates and undergraduates.
...
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Cisco Field Manual: Catalyst Switch ConfigurationCisco Press, 2002
A complete, concise reference for implementing the most important features of the Cisco Catalyst family of switches

* Review detailed and comparative configuration steps for features of the COS and Cisco IOS Software operating systems
* Understand basic system and operating system management
* Configure Ethernet, EtherChannel,...
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Inorganic and Organometallic Polymers (Special Topics in Inorganic Chemistry)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
A balanced and concise coverage of inorganic polymers
Inorganic polymers contain elements other than carbon as part of their principal backbone structure and are known to exhibit a wide range of composition and structure. Emphasizing physical properties, chemical synthesis, and characterization of inorganic polymers, Inorganic and...
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Saturn from Cassini-HuygensSpringer, 2009
This book comprehensively reviews our current knowledge of Saturn featuring the latest results obtained by the Cassini-Huygens mission. A global author team addresses the planet’s origin and evolution, internal structure, composition and chemistry, the atmosphere and ionosphere, the magnetosphere, as well as its ring system. Furthermore,...
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Performance of Computer Communication Systems: A Model-Based ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Performance of Computer Communication Systems A Model-Based Approach Boudewijn R. Haverkort Rheinisch-WestfÐ“¤lische Technische Hochschule Aachen, Germany Computer communication systems and distributed systems are now able to provide an increasing range of services. As the timing requirements in the operation of these services are becoming...
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The Self and its Shadows: A Book of Essays on Individuality as Negation in Philosophy and the ArtsOxford University Press, 2013

	Stephen Mulhall presents a series of multiply interrelated essays which together make up an original study of selfhood (subjectivity or personal identity). He explores a variety of articulations (in philosophy, psychoanalysis, and the arts) of the idea that selfhood is best conceived as a matter of non-self-identity--for example, as becoming...
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Traffic Grooming in Optical WDM Mesh NetworksSpringer, 2005
Traffic Grooming in Optical WDM Mesh Networks captures the state-of-the-art in the design and analysis of network architectures, protocols, and algorithms for implementing efficient traffic grooming in optical WDM mesh networks. Key topics include: - Static traffic grooming - Dynamic traffic grooming - Grooming models and policies - Grooming node...
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Functional Group Chemistry (Tutorial Chemistry Texts)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2001

	Functional Group Chemistry presents the chemistry of functional groups with an emphasis on patterns of reactivity, the consequences of the relative electronegativity of the atoms that constitute functional groups, the role of lone pairs and the stereochemistry of reactions at a particular group. The material is presented in four chapters. The...
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The Xbox 360 Uncloaked:: The Real Story Behind Microsoft's Next-Generation Video Game ConsoleLulu.com, 2006
A fascinating insider's look at the evolution of the Xbox 360 and Microsoft's ambitious gamble to become a leading force in the multi-billion dollar video game industry. Through extensive interviews and unprecedented access, San Jose Mercury News Technology and Gaming Writer Dean Takahashi takes you behind the scenes as he reveals... The birth of...
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Metro EthernetCisco Press, 2003
The definitive guide to enterprise and carrier metro Ethernet applications

	Easy to read and understand, following the style of the best-selling Internet Routing Architectures
	Understand emerging metro Ethernet services such as point-to-point packet-leased line services and multipoint-to-multipoint VPLS
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Clojure Web Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop your own web application with the effective use of the Clojure programming language


	About This Book

	
		Use Clojure to create robust, ready-to-be deployed web applications
	
		Get to grips with Clojure through successive implementation of applications using new features
	...
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Guide to Computer AnimationFocal Press, 2002
'This book is a must for all aspiring animators and for all media production students. I thoroughly recommend it.'
Andrew Daffy, Co-Head 3D Commercials, FrameStore CFC, UK

'A visual treat... What a great resource for people new to the world of computer animation.'
Mike Kroes at Creativecow.net     

       Any...
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